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11 sec ago - Here Way to Watch Tyson Fury vs. Oleksandr Usyk fight card, live stream, PPV price,

date and start time it’s FREE?

You can watch the Fury vs Usyk live stream as a DAZN PPV in most places around the world. There

are alternative streaming options in the US. Is …

Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk will be available on DAZN, TNT Sports Box Office and Sky Sports

Box Office. Click the link above to watch on DAZN ...

Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk will meet on Saturday in Saudi Arabia in a fight that will

determine the first undisputed heavyweight world champion in 24 years.
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You can follow the event live in our hub above, just click on the key point you want to read about

or keep scrolling for updates.

Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk: What is at stake?

British boxer Fury and Ukrainian Uysk are fighting for the chance to become the first undisputed

heavyweight champion of the world since Lennox Lewis in 2000, with all four belts on the line.

The rivals were meant to fight in February, but the bout was postponed after Fury suffered an

injury in sparring.

Both Fury and Usyk are both undefeated in their professional careers.
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When does the fight take place and what is the ring walk?

Fury vs Usyk takes place on Saturday, May 18 at the Kingdom Arena in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

The undercard starts at 4 pm UK time. Ring-walks for the main event are expected to take place

at around 11 pm UK time.

Of course, this is open to change depending on how the undercard fights go.

How can I watch the fight?

You can watch the fight on pay-per-view. In the UK and Ireland, the bout will be shown live on

both Sky Sports Box Office and TNT Sports Box Office.

For more information, click here for Sky Sports Box Office, and here for TNT Sports Box Office.


